
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

KeeperDAO launches the ‘Coordination Engine’ and announces rebranding, changes name to Rook. 

KeeperDAO changes name to Rook and debuts new product release - the ‘Coordination Engine’ - 
unveiling a brand refresh with new logo and website.  

SAN FRANCISCO, California. April 22, 2022 — KeeperDAO, the global based DAO and DeFi 
technology solution provider today announces the launch of the Coordination Engine, changes 
name to Rook and completes an extensive rebranding of new website and logo. 

The name change from KeeperDAO to Rook matches the namesake token ($ROOK), powering the 
DeFi technology solutions available to institutional and retail clients who earn Rook rebates on their 
discoverable transaction value.  

The rebranding aligns to Rook’s accelerated pace of in-house innovation and coincides with the 
Coordination Engine launch. 

After two years in design and development, two new products emerge from Rook: Coordination 
Engine for institutional clients and Rook Trade for cryptocurrency retail traders. Rook is an open 
settlement protocol leveraging statistical arbitrage strategies coordinated to maximize the value of 
every transaction for protocols, market makers and traders. 

In a first-of-its-kind technology, owners of blockchain 
transactions now get paid to trade when executing on the 
Coordination Engine. 

“We’ve created a new category in blockchain technology: 
paid to trade. For the first time in DeFi, transaction owners 
get paid for their transaction value without compromising 
optimal execution. Transactions are MEV protected from 
reverts, sandwiches, front-running and time-bandit attacks,” 
said Rook’s Chief Technology Officer, Joey Zacherl.  
 
“The new technology also powers Rook Trade, our new 
DeFi trading app for retail crypto traders, who get paid to 
trade with Rook rebates credited to their wallets 
immediately after settlement,” said Zacherl. 

The innovative technology powering the Coordination Engine has attracted the attention of 
institutional DeFi market makers and wallets such as Bancor, Tally Ho!, Bastion Trading, Amber 
Group, Cell Capital and GMX, with backing from Three Arrows Capital and Polychain Capital.  

About Rook 
Rook is a global DAO and DeFi technology solution provider pioneering the paid to trade category 
in DeFi through innovative MEV-protected protocols for institutional and retail clients. Rook’s open 
settlement protocol leverages statistical arbitrage strategies coordinated to maximize the value of 
every transaction for protocols, market makers and traders. 
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